TapeBuddy Simplifies Drywall Easy
Product Description: The new TapeBuddy tool makes taping drywall easy. Simply load your TapeBuddy
with tape and joint compound, pull out the coated tape and apply to the seam—no need to pre-mud
seams. Taping walls, corners or ceilings is fast and easy, and it leaves a smooth flat surface. TapeBuddy
even applies more compound to the tape center. Testimonials have been effusive, with such comments
as: “This TapeBuddy tool is fantastic—the best home improvement product I’ve used.”
Why Dealers Should Carry This: This is a great contractor, DIY, remodeler and homeowner tool that takes a messy,
difficult task and makes it easy and clean. It works like an
drywall banjo, but the unit stays in place—no need to work
with heavy, bulky equipment. Paper or Fibafuse drywall
tape can be used.
Contact Information: Buddy Tools LLC, Ron Morton,
President, P.O. Box 55, Sulphur Springs, OH 44881, (419) 6174611, Fax: (419) 617-0092. Visit www.TapeBuddy.net for a one-minute
demo video. Email BuddyTools@BuddyToolsLLC.com.

Easy-to-Use Tools from Pro Painting Products
Product Description: Pro Painting Products introduces three new award-winning,
U.S.A.-made products that were invented by a painter for painters of all skill levels.
These easy-to-use tools will save time and money for all painters.
Hinge Mask (bottom left) is a revolutionary reusable protective cover that replaces
using sticky masking tape when painting around door and frame hinges. It snaps on
tightly over the hinge so that painters can brush or spray around it without getting
paint on the hinges.
Brush Vest (below) is a plastic reusable brush cover that replaces flimsy cardboard
covers, which are often lost or damaged. The products are shaped to fit straight and
angled brushes and ventilated so brushes can dry out. Valuable brushes will now last
longer and perform better.
Outlet & Switch Cover (upper left) is a plastic reusable cover that
fits over outlets and switches (one size fits all) and replaces using
sticky masking tape when painting.
Why Dealers Should Carry This: Independent dealers selected
Pro Painting Products as winners of the 2012 Retailers’ Choice
Awards because they believe these products to be unique, innovative and offer great potential for retail sales. These U.S.A.
products will make great add-on sales to customers who want to
make their projects easier. Free display kits of these products help
the dealer sell them.
Contact Information: Pro Painting Products, 1644 Timber Hollow
Drive, Ballwin MO 63011 (866) 446-4362, Cell: (314) 220-9992,
Fax: (636) 273-6767, www.propaintingproducts.com, email jerry@
propaintingproducts.com.
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